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Abstract Despite a period of adoption that lagged behind an extraordinary level of hype, Web Services is experiencing a level of adoption that can be considered reflective of its acceptance as a mainstream technology to be employed in mission-critical applications. With widespread adoption will come a need to implement capabilities that will permit enterprises to manage all aspects of services-based solutions in a way that will ensure their effective deployment and usage with a high degree of control, security, and reliability. This report identifies and describes the six major requirements a comprehensive Web Services Management solution should meet, and offers guidance to enterprises on moving forward with strategies to address this important area of IT. The report also segments the vendors that provide Web Services Management solutions today into “classes” that reflect their historical core competencies, and assesses how various perspectives that are characteristic of vendors in each class position them to deliver on particular Web Services Management solution requirements. The report offers guidance to enterprises on moving forward with strategies to address this important IT area.
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Introduction About 3 years have gone by since the concept of Web Services first appeared on the scene. Over this period, industry participants have watched as IT vendors created solutions that supported the development and deployment of Web Services; they also watched users slowly but surely demonstrate their willingness to adopt the Web Services approach – at least in terms of coming up to speed on the tools and technologies required. Of particular interest were the lines drawn among vendors, or groups of vendors, to gain control of the standards efforts that were, and still are, an important enabler of Web Services. As time moved on, and as enterprises began to move past their first tenuous steps, it became clear that the potential scale and complexity of solutions based on Web Services would require a type and class of management that would allow control across a variety of important dimensions. The very nature of Web Services, and the potential benefits they could bring the enterprises that chose to adopt them, dictate this to be so. It is fair to say, however, that early on there were not many effective ways to achieve to meet the potential and, eventually likely, challenges of making Web Services work in a real world, business critical scenario. This report examines six key Web Services management solution requirements and why they are important to enterprises making a decision as to how to address the increasingly important need to manage services-based solutions The ultimate goal is to provide IT enterprises with the information they need to help them develop a Web Services Management strategy within their organizations, and to help them determine the best vendors with which to work given the current IT environment within those enterprises, and their level of Web Services adoption and usage.
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Web Services Management: The Six Important Requirements Systems Still Need to be Managed To be sure, while Web Services are unique in terms of their interfaces, granularity, and how they are discovered and accessed, they are still functional IT assets. In that sense, one might at first assume that traditional solutions that focus on the management of both systems and applications can easily be adapted to a services-based model. Clearly, there are management functions that apply to Web Services environments that have for some time existed for more traditional solutions. Regardless of their unique characteristics, Web Services still need to run within a systems environment that includes a software infrastructure, and hardware (no one’s yet figured out a way around this). The monitoring functions historically associated with systems management solutions are useful here as well. Alerts that provide the means of notifying key personnel, or other systems, of problems, and a means of keeping track of when and to what degree specific services are used, are also system management functions that apply equally well to a Web Services implementation. Problems that occur can be treated as exceptions, just as they are by systems management products, and policies can be put in place to initiate a particular action or solution based on the characteristics of the problem. However, the introduction of Web Services into the mix creates a number of particular management challenges the stem from the nature of a services-based approach. From a technical standpoint, a number of these challenges are the result of the loose-coupling that are characteristic of Web Services, and the ability to assemble services “on the fly” to form coarser-grained services, applications, and business processes. Recalling the schematic representation of an SOA in Figure 2, ultimately there is a form of agreement, or contract, formed between the service requester and the service provider. The “relationship” is governed by a service-level agreement (SLA) that specifies, for example, a level and type of Quality of Service (QoS). Traditional systems management products can monitor a variety of QoS metrics (system uptime, latency, and other performance- and quality-related parameters) and then either make, or recommend, specific environmental adjustments that raise the QoS delivered to individual service requesters to contracted levels.



Web Services Management Solution Requirement #1: The solution must accomplish all traditional systems management functions, either via its own features, or through
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interoperability with systems management products.



Managing at the Level of the Service However, systems management does what its descriptive name implies: It manages systems. Again, referring back to Figure 2, the service provider and the service requester will likely be managing their respective systems within their own organizations. Assuming everything is operating, and performing to required levels, the relationship will run smoothly. However, it is possible that a failure, or less than required performance, can occur at the services level. Each party may have no indication from the systems perspective that there is a problem, and that may be correct. However, there could be a problem with the service itself, and the service provider, whose job it is to monitor conformance to an SLA, wouldn’t have any visibility into what that problem actually is. Therefore, effective management of Web Services must involve the ability to manage the services themselves. One can view this, at least initially, of a special instance of an application management task, although detecting and correcting simple failures is only part of the picture. SLAs must be met, and in most cases the details of these SLAs will vary among service requesters. Therefore, the Web Services Management solution must be able to identify individual service requesters, and associate with each the details of the SLA that governs that relationship. This is most likely accomplished via information that is contained within the XML-based message sent by the service requester. Web Services Management Solution Requirement #2: The solution must manage the environment at the level of individual services, based on SLAs that are individualized to a particular relationship. It must be able to identify a service requester by parsing the XML-based message associated with a particular request. Implementing management at the level of the services will often involve the incorporation of functionality entities which are generally referred to as “agents” (although some vendors use different terminology). Agents act as intermediaries among service requesters and service providers, and are typically capable of processing XML messages. Most, but not all, Web Services Management solutions employ agents. While agents potentially introduce a higher level of flexibility and control over a more centralized approach, users sometimes consider agents as an added layer of complexity that raises implementation costs and potentially put their solutions at risk in terms of overall reliability. The AlignIT Group believes that the jury is still out on this issue, and for the time being we will continue to see solutions that represent both types of approaches.
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Managing the Services Lifecycle Web Services are dynamic, modular, and loosely-coupled in terms of how they interoperate with other services, applications, and processes. From the business standpoint, they also make an enterprise’s IT activities competitively aggressive and highly critical to business success, so the frequency with which services will need to be changed and enhanced, and new services brought online, will likely be high, and changes will need to be made faster than ever before. What’s more, the SLA requirements described earlier in this report may force changes to services, how and where they are deployed, and so on. Web Services Management Solution Requirement #3: A Web Services Management solution must support all stages of the lifecycle of a service. The tasks involved here are similar to those required for managing the lifecycle of any application, but with some additional requirements. Users must: • • •



•



•



•



Have the ability to deploy new and updated Web Services in production in an efficient manner. Be able to provision new and updated Web Services so as to provide service requesters effective access to them. Have available the facilities to test, debug, and performance optimize Web Services using techniques based on the simulation of the environment in which the services will operate. Be able to orchestrate the “end-of-life” process for Web Services without disrupting SLAs in any meaningful way. This may mean seamlessly moving to replacement services, redirecting services requesters to an alternative source, or other methods. Be able to utilize configuration management and versioning capabilities (similar to those of traditional lifecycle management solutions) in order to manage services versions that may be at various lifecycle stages at the same time, and to manage upgrades and changes. Have the ability to accomplish as lifecycle tasks in an environment in which other services depend on the services being managed.



The important factors that distinguish lifecycle management requirements for Web Services versus more traditional software and application implementations are manifestations of the high degree of interoperability required to fully leverage the capabilities of Web Services, and the strong dependence Web Services implementations will have on SLA fulfillment.
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Making the SOA, and Web Services, Secure Not surprisingly, the use of Web Services requires a robust and enhanced treatment of the issue of security. The additional requirements stem from the desired use of Web Services in ways that cross enterprise boundaries, as well as the potentially unknown nature of parties with which an enterprise may do business. First and foremost, a security solution in the context of Web Services Management must provide effective access control, including a means of managing the identities of potential users, authenticating their identities to determine they are who they say they are, and ultimately authorizing their use of specific services based on their identity and the information that is a part of it. Because Web Services involve a high level of message exchange as the primary mechanism to support interoperability, keeping these messages secure should be a high priority. This ideally should involve some sort of encryption/decryption mechanism. Finally, to ensure the secure delivery of messages, support for an audit trail should be a high priority. Guaranteed delivery of messages is not only a service level-related issue – it can help unravel attempts to operationally disrupt IT services by those who might which maliciously wish to do so. In fact, all of these security capabilities not only protect an enterprise acting as a service provider in terms of its business concerns (ensuring monetary compensation for service utilization, or preventing exposure of “sensitive” functionality and/or information to unauthorized users), but at a higher level, the work to prevent the general unauthorized and potentially malicious access by those who might wish to do harm by disrupting service levels or destroying the service’s ability to function. It should be emphasized at this point that the growing emphasis on security, identity management, authentication and authorization is by no means limited to a Web Services environment. Security as a discipline has been addressed aggressively by a variety of vendors in a number of contexts, and products abound that address all aspects of security in a distributed, networked environment. Web Services Management solutions will (and do) therefore address security to a varying degree of breadth and depth; it therefore becomes critically important that these solutions work with existing security products in a highly integrated way. This is particularly important Web Services Management Solution Requirement #4: A Web Services Management solution must provide full security support, including identity management, authentication, authorization, intrusion protection, and message encryption and audit trails. It must do so on its own, or via and integrated approach with other security solutions. It is worthwhile to examine one aspect of security – identity management – in a bit more
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detail. This is one area where it is likely that much of the functionality required will reside outside of the Web Services Management solution. This is particularly true of directories, which are typical used as a repository for identity information. For many enterprises, the directory is already in place as part of its IT infrastructure. The Web Services Management solution must be able to leverage these identity assets as part of its approach to security. However, most enterprises are confronted today with a major obstacle to effectively delivering services within the context of an SOA – the integration of identity management systems across groups, departments, and even individual applications. These systems, and the directories on which they are built, typically came into being as identity “silos” – often tied to specific enterprise applications. As a result, users often find themselves having to manage multiple username/password combinations to access specific applications within the enterprise. An oft-quoted example of the ramifications of this phenomenon is the scenario in which an employee leaves a company, and it takes the IT department several weeks to remove that employee’s identity from the multiple systems to which that employee had access or a presence. Not only does this impose an excessive resource load on IT, but it also raises a security risk – the possibility that an employee can access applications and data after they leave. The ultimate vision for identity management when employing an SOA is full federation. What this means is that the identity management systems within a “community” of entities share and integrate identity information in a trusted environment. Within an enterprise, this “community” may take the form of groups or departments, each of which may have one or more identity management systems within it. In this case, federation means that every employee has one identity, which can then be leveraged to achieve a “single sign-on” situation. Technically, achieving this involves associating all identities relevant to a particular employee, and “abstracting” them within a single identity and set of attributes. However, federation also involves communities that go beyond the enterprise, which may involve business partners, suppliers, and other entities with which an enterprise has a business affinity. Here, the challenge is similar, but much more complex. Implementing trust-based solutions that will allow multiple enterprises to federate in a secure manner involve mechanisms that take into account the heterogeneity of identity management solutions (and the technologies they employ), and the structure of the relationships required to automate federated identity. One aspect of this federation is the implementation of access policies that can be shared among community members. Implementations may involve incorporating policy information in XML message headers, regularly-scheduled synchronization of policy information across community members, or other similar mechanisms. Organizations such as the Liberty Alliance have worked to develop standards that will allow the levels of interoperability and integration required to build these highly trust-based solutions.
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As was mentioned earlier in this report, intermediaries between service providers and service requesters can play a major role in creating effective security capabilities as part of a Web Services Management solution. These often take the form of agents, although some solutions may take a more centralized approach to security.



Making Web Services Work for the Business So far we have articulated the requirements for Web Services Management solutions that deal with the technical capabilities of that solution, and how those capabilities may be achieved. To be sure, these capabilities have important ramifications for the business. However, they do little to help those who are responsible for business performance and success in terms of understanding how well the Web Services being managed are delivering on their potential. Despite the obvious, necessary, and extensive involvement of IT in the strategic, tactical, and implementation details of Web Services solutions, business personnel – predominantly line of business (LOB) managers – will be playing an ever-increasing role in determining what services are built and deployed. Business personnel will more and more be involved in the actual “development” process for applications, using tools that abstract away traditional developer tasks and therefore allow these personnel to focus on the business requirements and processes these applications must address. LOB managers will also find themselves paying a greater share of the costs associated with building, deploying, and maintaining their Web Services – perhaps the entire share in some cases. In general, LOB managers will be interested in three major areas of functionality: 1. Usage and Business Process Monitoring and Management: LOB managers will want to know how various personnel inside, and external to, the enterprise are using the Web Services it uses in its business operations. Are employees able to use them efficiently? Are employees able to effectively collaborate when using the relevant Web Services? Is the LOB and its business partners and/or suppliers achieving the level of productivity a particular service is intended to provide? The LOB manager will need to understand how services are being used, and how effective they are, and then will need to be able to manage how services are used. An LOB manager’s evaluation could result in changes to the services, training recommendations for specific personnel, or other decision intended to optimize service utility. An important part of examining usage and its results as they impact all parties involved is the ability to monitor and manage business processes. Included here
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are the actual transactions that move through business processes, and the Web Services that support them. To this end, the functionality that supports usage monitoring and management must work in an integrated fashion with whatever business process management capabilities are in use. 2. Business Transaction Detail Evaluation: Several outcomes of the monitoring of business process and transaction activities will be of great interest to LOB managers. First, if Web Services under the control of an LOB manager are offered to users for a fee, that usage, and, of course, user information, must be measured and documented. However, that information must then be put into a form which can be passed along to the appropriate enterprise applications used to accomplish the task of billing users and collecting payment. This is another case where integration with existing enterprise applications is a critically important issue. For some services, understanding revenue and other monetary flows is extended beyond the service requesters to actual customers of the enterprise of which the LOB is a part. This is particularly true for services which provide customer-facing functionality, and introduces another factor with which LOB managers must deal and which therefore should be part of a Web Services Management solution. Given limited IT resources (and generally greater demand for those resources than can be handled at once), and cost controls, the reality an LOB manager may face is that it will not be able to provide the same level of services for all of its users (service requesters as well as paying customers for the company’s goods or services). To address this issue, LOB managers will need to be given the tools required to prioritize user requests based on user or customer “level” (which it will likely determine through usage/revenue levels obtained through the monitoring capabilities previously described), and to work those priorities into the identity management and access control systems used within the enterprise. 3. Support for Strategic and Tactical Decision-Making: LOB managers will need access to a wide range of business information in order to make key decisions about the business in general, and the effectiveness of its Web Services in particularly. Therefore, the Web Services Management solution will need to work in conjunction with existing decision support systems to make this level of management a reality. Web Services Management Solution Requirement #5: A Web Services Management solution must provide support for the monitoring of key business functions that help LOB managers understand and manage the use by, and availability of its Web Services for both services requesters as well as customers. It must accomplish these tasks in conjunction with a variety of enterprise application functions with which it must effectively
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integrate.



Supporting and Enabling Web Services and the SOA The requirements imposed on Web Services Management solution articulated thus far, in addition to including capabilities applied with more traditional implementations, call for functionality that is either unique to Web Services, or are more stringent in a variety of ways because of the nature of how Web Services work. There are some requirements, however, that more than others result from the technical characteristics of Web Services, and go right down to the level of the architectures used as the foundation for Web Services solutions. As stated earlier, fine-grained Web Services will be pulled together to form more comprehensive pieces of business functionality, or full-blown enterprise applications (which, for the purpose of consistency, we will call “services end products”). End products will also result from the “wrapping” of existing functionality with Web Services interfaces. How these end products are created, made to interoperate, coordinated, and performance optimized are what is addressed by the management capabilities that are focused on the services themselves as well as the SOA. Web Services Management Solution Requirement #6: A Web Services Management solution must provide support for all of the end product assembly, coordination, interoperability (which includes non-services-based assets), and performance and availability optimization within the context of the SOA. First (and perhaps foremost), a Web Services Management solution must allow users to assemble services end products from the collections of Web Services from which they may choose (lifecycle management capabilities, discussed previously, help this task to be accomplished in an organized manner). In addition, and especially during the early stages of Web Services implementation (which is where most enterprises are today), this task also includes provisioning Web Services for use by, or with, functionality and applications that are not in the form of services. This orchestration of functionality is an important element of a Web Services Management solution. It is important to understand that this is not as simple as creating the Web Services equivalent of an IDE that might be used to, say, assemble software components into an application. It is more about leveraging the SOA to allow services to fulfill the interoperability vision of Web Services. An important part of the Web Services paradigm is the ability to deploy a service on any system, anywhere. A logical extension of this capability is the creation of more than once instance of a Web Service, each of which can reside on any number of systems,
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and any of which can be brought online in the event of a system failure or an overload that creates an SLA violation. An important part of managing service instances is the sustenance of their ability to be available transparently to service requesters independent of where they reside. The Web Services Management solution should therefore allow for instance creation, deployment, and coordination. Next, the Web Services Management solution must deal with scenarios in which, for a variety of reasons, service requests cannot be dealt with in an immediate or optimized fashion. As an example, if only one instance of a service is deployed, there many be times when a service request is not responded to immediately either due to a system or service failure, or a heavy user load. In this case, support must be in place to manage the interaction with the requester in terms of delivering the service when it is once again available, and coordinating with the requester to ensure that it is available to accept delivery at that point in time. Another example is when multiple instances are deployed, but optimizing SLA conformance means routing the request to a system and instance that is most available. Finally, there will likely always be assets which are not services-based, but will nevertheless be in the critical path of a business process or operation. Web Services must be able to interoperate with these as well. This may requiring dealing with interfaces and messaging protocols that do not conform to Web Services standards. A Web Services Management solution should provide a layer of translation among these interfaces and protocols in order to facilitate the interoperability required. As we will discuss later in this report, it is this requirement that will form the convergence point for Web Services Management product functionality, and will therefore where competitive battles are, for the most part, fought. ______________________________________________________________________



We have identified six major requirements of a Web Services Management solution, which include a variety of capabilities that support the use of Web Services in ways that enable as much as possible the potential benefits they can offer. Today, it is not likely that an enterprise will find a single vendor who will meet all these requirements in a robust way, although most vendors who address this market are working hard to do so.
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Web Services Management Vendors: Who is Addressing the Market, and Why Vendor Classes: Not Everyone Starts from the Same Place As a part of the timescale of IT history, the lifetime of Web Services to date spans a very small piece. Web Services have had the industry’s attention for about 3 years now, and while adoption has accelerated as a result of some level of standards stabilization, improved vendor products and tools, and a greater understanding of what Web Services are and what they can deliver in the minds of enterprises, they are still relatively new. The market for products that support Web Services across their lifecycle appears to be evolving in a similar way to other IT software markets of the past. The AlignIT Group sees this evolution in the following way: •



•



•



•



Industry “buzz” initially centers on a combination of vendors, standards bodies, and enterprises touting the benefits of a particular technology or approach. Not surprisingly, the vendors who are involved at this stage are the ones who will tend to reap the greatest benefit from their adoption. This was a particularly interesting phenomenon for Web Services, and in particular for Microsoft, which because of its single platform focus saw Web Services as an effective means of solving its cross-environment interoperability problem. Vendors enter the market with products that begin to address the needs of users who will eventually leverage the technology. These vendors come from a variety of different perspectives, which are based in great part on the businesses in which they have historically been. These vendors either see the new technology as an opportunity to leverage their existing expertise, products, and installed base of customers to expand their business, or as a defensive move to avoid their current products from losing market share and presence to products that would replace theirs and implement the new technology. Other vendors come into existence for the sole purpose of leveraging the new technology and approach in building what they hope will be products that will lead the market, both in terms of quality, and timing. As the market matures, some vendors begin to lead, while others drop out of the market. Consolidation occurs as successful vendors are subsumed by others. Some vendors enhance their offerings through acquisition; others through partnerships; and, of course, some apply internal resources to build these enhancements themselves.



What is becoming increasingly true for software markets in general is that a segmentation by what The AlignIT Group calls “vendor class” is becoming increasingly
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more difficult to identify. The primary reason for this is explained by referring back to our previous discussion of the Software Applications Infrastructure (SAI). Vendors are working hard to provide as complete an implementation as possible of the SAI. As a result, these vendors will likely have offerings that address all aspects of distributed applications, which of course include Web Services and their management. Many of these vendors therefore subsume many potential market segments into their stack, making it difficult to distinguish them from one another in terms of the vendor class in which they reside. Overlaps abound, placing specific vendors in more than one defined segment. The vendor class segmentation we will use here will therefore be based primarily on the major focus of a particular vendor’s business as it relates to Web Services Management. The importance of this criterion is that it is a way of identifying the motivation for that vendor to address this important area. It also helps explain the main features they have initially implemented (or are likely to), and those that it will have to acquire via acquisition or partnership, or implement on their own.



The Web Services Management Vendor Classes The AlignIT Group’s vendor class segmentation for Web Services Management is therefore as follows: •



•



Platform Vendors: This class of vendor is defined by its establishment of a “platform” on, or with, which most of its customers build its IT infrastructure, or a significant portion of its enterprise solutions. For the purpose of this classification, a platform can be a hardware/operating system combination, database, or other major IT element. Vendors in this class are the ones who are most likely to provide an SAI-conformant software stack, which in turn makes the ones to provide the infrastructural elements required to implement an SOA. Therefore, we look to these vendors to provide Web Services Management solutions that address the SOA-related issues expressed in Web Services Management Solution Requirement #4 in the previous section of this report. Vendors classified here have System/Network Management Vendors: traditionally built solutions that focus on managing systems and/or networks. This does not mean that they are not in other businesses; what it does mean is that an appreciable part of what they provide to their customers in terms of solutions – particularly as a technological foundation for Web Services Management – is focused in this area. It is likely, therefore, that their products will present a functional bias in the direction of extending existing infrastructure management capabilities to support Web Services.
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•



•



Software Infrastructure/Integration Vendors: Vendors in this category support their business models with software products that support integration at the object, component, application, or business process levels. Some of these vendors also provide the middle tier runtime environments (aka application servers) that represent the core foundational element of the SAI stack. In this latter case, the major difference between a vendor in this class and a “platform” vendor is that platform vendors have a highly leverageable installed base of customers who use their products below the level of the application server or integration products referenced here. Web Services Management ISVs: This last class include vendors whose charter is to address the Web Services Management market exclusively, or as the majority component of their businesses and the reason these vendors were created. Most vendors who fall into this category came into existence after Web Services gained market visibility as a technology, i.e., in the late 1990s or later. Web Services Management ISVs, because of their “clean product slate”, are the ones most likely to aggressively address the “SOA-focused” requirement (#6) articulated earlier in this paper.



Figure 1 provides a graphical view of the vendor classes relevant to Web Services Management vendors. Example of vendors in each class are also provided.1 In creating this vendor class segmentation, however, there are a few important issues to note. First, while The AlignIT Group has created this vendor class segmentation in order to provide the reader an understanding of which vendors provide, and are likely to be providing, specific functions, and therefore addressing specific Web Services Management solution requirements as articulated earlier in this report, drawing welldefined lines among vendor classes is extremely difficult. Platform vendors, for instance, in many cases provide system management, software infrastructure, and integration products. In some cases, these products may be share leaders in their respective markets. We reiterate here that the segments were chosen to reflect both the likely focus of existing Web Services Management products today, and their positioning in terms of ability to address various Web Services Management solution requirements as their products, and the market, evolve. In the “Conclusions and Market Directions” section of this report, we will discuss these issues in greater detail. Second, The AlignIT Group expects the dynamic nature of Web Services market evolution to cause a great deal of change in this segmentation over time. New vendors, who fall into the existing segments in Figure 1, will enter the market as Web Services by necessity become integrated into their product strategies – the vendors lists will 1



Lists of vendor examples for each vendor class are not intended to be fully comprehensive; they are



intended as examples only.
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therefore grow. Some vendors who enter the market will in some cases also require the creation of a new class. For instance, it would not be surprising to see some of the Enterprise Application Suites vendors begin to provide Web Services Management capabilities. Third, the consolidation that is characteristic of virtually all software markets as they mature will apply here as well (HP’s acquisition of Talking Blocks is a good example). This, combined with a convergence of product functionality toward complete fulfillment of all six Web Services Management solution requirements, will cause a significant “blurring” among segments and, ultimately, a possible inability in the long run to sustain any relevant segmentation.
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Figure 1: Web Services Management Vendor Class Segmentation
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Conclusions and Market Directions Based upon an assessment of the adoption of Web Services to date, and the activities of vendors who represent all of the vendor classes depicted in Figure 3, The AlignIT Group believes that most of the important building blocks required to implement complete Web Services Management solutions have been clearly and accurately defined. The AlignIT Group further concludes that vendors are well on the way to implementing solutions that provide the comprehensive collection of features required of those solutions. There is still much work to be done. For many vendors (although not all), this work will take the form of transforming their solutions from a collection of functions that address a subset of the six requirements identified in this report, to ones which take a holistic approach to both the architectural characteristics of the SOA (i.e., Web Services Management Solution Requirement #6), and exist within the context of an implementation of an SAI software stack. As solutions based on Web Services become more ingrained as an enabler of IT systems, and especially as they become part of the actual business processes on which enterprises base their activities, the relationship between the services employed and the business processes that employ them will become more important. As enterprises also move forward on extending their business processes out to a variety of external communities, the importance of this relationship will grow even further. The relationship by nature is a “symbiotic” one. First, services represent functionality that are used by business processes to accomplish the tasks with which they are associated. Management of services will therefore have to allow the management of specific services separate from the processes themselves. It is also true that as Web Services solutions become more sophisticated, business processes themselves will take the form of services. Therefore, the ultimate vision of what a Web Services Management solution must provide is a comprehensive management infrastructure that can meet the management requirements as they relate to end-to-end business processes. This is in addition to the ability to manage individual services and instances of services, and at a higher level, the functionality unique to an SOA-based approach. For enterprises interested in making a decision regarding which Web Services Management vendors and products to seriously consider, The AlignIT Group can offer some recommendations based on an analysis of the state of the market today and its view of how the path to the ultimate vision articulated above will be traveled. We see the Web Services Management ISVs as the most likely sources today for functionality that most closely addresses the requirement for managing Web Services
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within the context of the SOA. As we noted earlier, these vendors came into existence primarily or exclusively to address this particular requirement, unencumbered by a product and business history that might serve to dilute their focus. As the market matures, however, we will see increasing and accelerated adoption of Web Services, as well as a corresponding maturity of standards and products that address all Web Services issues. A strengthening in the leveraging of business process integration across communities with which an enterprise must interact will also occur. The AlignIT Group believes that platform vendors – particularly those who have created a comprehensive and highly integration SAI software stack – will have a distinct advantage as Web Services mature. To be clear, however, a comprehensive SAI stack will include the business process support described earlier that will both leverage Web Services as functional components, and will ultimately take the form of Web Services themselves. Such a stack will also incorporate a wide array of functionality that, as we detailed previously in this report, plays an important role in building a comprehensive Web Services Management solution, and with which any solution must effectively integrate. Web Services Management ISVs will have to work hard to partner with vendors who provide this functionality, or build it themselves. Platform vendors likely already possess these capabilities. Infrastructure/Integration vendors may also rise to a more prominent position as comprehensive business process support becomes a more important characteristic of services-bases solutions. However, they generally don’t enjoy either the installed base on which IT infrastructures are built, or the solution breadth, that Platform vendors enjoy. However, they do have an opening to leverage their experience with, and support of, solutions that have business process as their primary focus. As is the case with any important IT-related solution, enterprises must evaluate where they are today, and where they intend to go, in terms of Web Service adoption, and the extent to which they will leverage the related technologies to do their business. The next step is to examine existing solutions (subject to the guidelines articulated above), map these solutions to their plans, and continue to follow the evolution of standards and products over time. The AlignIT Group will continue to follow developments carefully and in detail, and is at the ready to help vendors move forward with strategies that address the six Web Services Management Solutions requirements identified and described in this report. Our ongoing examination of this market, its vendor participants, and standards evolution will also allow us to assist enterprises to determine a course of action and to help them make vendor and product choices that are best for them.
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